Highlights d Mice use an active or passive strategy in a tactile discrimination task with delay d Depending on strategy, short-term memory is held in distinct cortical areas (M2 or P) 
Correspondence ariel.gilad@mail.huji.ac.il (A.G.), helmchen@hifo.uzh.ch (F.H.) In Brief Gilad et al. measure neural activity from large parts of the neocortex while mice are performing a short-term memory task. They find that short-term memory is localized to a frontal or posterior part of the neocortex, depending on the mouse's behavioral strategy.
INTRODUCTION
The mammalian brain integrates behaviorally relevant sensory information by recruiting large parts of the neocortex to enable precise perception, apt decisions, and appropriate actions. However, we still poorly understand which neocortical regions are activated during specific behaviors and how they relate to behavioral parameters. Previous work showed that sensory information is represented and processed mainly in the posterior sensory cortices (Goard et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2014; Kwon et al., 2016; Miyashita and Feldman, 2013; Poort et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014) , whereas action planning and preparation of movement execution are encoded in frontal motor cortices Churchland et al., 2012; Erlich et al., 2011; Goard et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2014; Sreenivasan et al., 2016; Makino et al., 2017) . In well-trained animals, posterior sensory areas may also contain choice-related information early after initial sensation (Gilad et al., 2013; Harvey et al., 2012; Roelfsema et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2016) .
It is less clear where information is maintained in the intermediate phase of sensorimotor processing, i.e., between sensation and action. Specifically, it is still debated whether information relevant for guiding future actions is held in memory in frontal areas, such as premotor cortices (Goard et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2014; Leavitt et al., 2017; Li et al., 2015; Romo and de Lafuente, 2013) , or in posterior areas, such as posterior parietal cortex (Harvey et al., 2012; Leavitt et al., 2017; Morcos and Harvey, 2016; Siegel et al., 2015) . A key factor that could contribute to different cortical activity patterns is that subjects, specifically mice, can solve a complex task by deploying a variety of behavioral strategies (Diamond et al., 2008; Maravall and Diamond, 2015; Platt and Huettel, 2008; Venkatraman et al., 2009) . For example, when a behaviorally relevant texture approaches the whiskers of mice, they tend to either actively seek the texture (active strategy or generative mode; Guo et al., 2014; Knutsen et al., 2006; Maravall and Diamond, 2015; Morita et al., 2011) , or, in contrast, they passively wait for the texture to touch their whiskers (passive strategy or receptive mode; Maravall and Diamond, 2015; Miyashita and Feldman, 2013; Morita et al., 2011; St€ uttgen and Schwarz, 2008) .
Given such behavioral variation in solving a particular task, the underlying cortical activity patterns for each strategy may greatly differ, not only for the stimulus-evoked response but also possibly during short-term memory when stimulus presentation is over. Here we address this question by employing wide-field calcium imaging across mouse cortex, which has been applied previously to reveal activity patterns under anesthesia or resting state conditions (Ferezou et al., 2007; Mohajerani et al., 2013) but only recently during behavioral tasks (Allen et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017; Makino et al., 2017) . We find that mice deploy different behavioral strategies that are associated with highly distinct locations of persistent cortical activity during short-term memory.
RESULTS
We trained transgenic GCaMP6f mice in a head-fixed go/no-go texture discrimination task (Chen et al., 2013 ), which we modified to include a short-term memory period by enforcing a delayed response ( Figure 1A ; STAR Methods). In each trial, after an initial auditory tone, a sandpaper panel with either coarse or smooth surface texture (grit sizes P100 and P1200, respectively) approached and touched the facial whiskers of the mouse. The texture stayed in place for a sensation period of 2 s before it was withdrawn. In a subsequent delay period the mouse had to hold information in short-term memory until another auditory cue signaled that it was allowed to respond by licking for a water reward. Using operant conditioning, we trained 5 mice to lick for the P100 texture and 3 mice to lick for the P1200 texture. The water spout with licking detector always remained within reach at a fixed position. If the mouse licked too early, i.e., before the response cue, the trial was aborted and the mouse was mildly punished with an auditory white noise.
During training, an increasing delay was gradually introduced over weeks ( Figure 1B ; training time 6.9 ± 0.3 weeks; mean ± SEM; n = 8 mice). Mice learned to withhold licking for up to (D) Body movement during three example trials from one imaging session (high values depict movement; STAR Methods). Dashed black line indicates threshold to construct the corresponding binary movement vectors (lower black traces). Classification into active (dark green) and passive (light green) trials is based on movement during the sensation period. Trials with the mouse moving during the first second in the delay period were defined as noisy and discarded (bottom trial).
(E) Probability of movement across all hit and CR trials for three example mice (n = 39/51, 66/54, and 43/38 hit versus CR trials for mice 5, 6, and 7, respectively). Note differences in movement profiles across mice. See also Figure S1 .
several seconds (range of 1.2-4.5 s). Although varying in their performance, all mice reached stable expert level (d 0 > 1.5, our threshold for expert level) with a relatively low rate of early licks ( Figure 1C ; Figures S1A-S1C; STAR Methods). Once expert level was reached, we commenced wide-field calcium imaging of task-related neocortical activity with concurrent video monitoring of whisking and body movements (Figures 1A and 1B; n = 17, 8, 38, 16, 31, 24, 17 , and 46 imaging sessions for mice 1-8, respectively; STAR Methods).
Active versus Passive Strategy during Texture Discrimination
Mice displayed variable body movements throughout trials, pointing to different behavioral strategies ( Figure 1D ). In some hit trials, mice strongly moved their body during the sensation period; they actively engaged the approaching texture, e.g., by moving their forelimbs along the support pole and arching their backs, but then remained quiet during most of the delay period (only starting to move again toward the end in preparation of the licking action). These trials we classified as active trials. In other hit trials, even in the same session, mice instead stayed quiet throughout the sensation period (with the sandpaper still touching the whiskers) and most of the delay period; these trials were classified as passive trials. Movement probability varied across mice, with some animals employing mostly the active strategy, others the passive strategy, and yet others alternating between strategies ( Figure 1E ; Figure S1B ; STAR Methods). Use of strategies also varied within and across imaging days ( Figure S1C ; Discussion). Activeness, quantified as the percentage of hit trials with body movements prior and during the texture touch, varied across mice between 16% and 82% ( Figure 1F ; STAR Methods).
Is activeness linked to whisking activity and task performance? Mice whisked more toward the approaching texture in active versus passive trials, which also resulted in earlier first touches in active trials ( Figure 1G ; mean whisking envelope from À1 to +1 s relative to texture stop: 2.89 ± 0.36 degrees versus 0.95 ± 0.14 degrees; p < 0.05; first touch time before texture stop: À0.52 ± 0.03 s versus À0.42 ± 0.02 s; p < 0.05; n = 8 mice; Wilcoxon signed-rank test). In addition, d
0 performance positively correlated with activeness ( Figure 1H ; r = 0.6; p < 0.001), and passive mice were slower to reach expert level compared to active mice ( Figure S1A ; approximately 60 and 110 sessions for active and passive mice, respectively). Together these results suggest that, in general, the active strategy can be helpful for the mouse, albeit in many sessions mice also performed at a high level (d 0 > 2.5) using the passive strategy. To further check the relationship between activeness and motivation, we calculated performance and activeness separately for the first and last 100 trials on each imaging day. Although in some cases performance and activeness decreased together at the end of the day-possibly indicating reduced motivation-on most imaging days (30 of 50), activeness stayed at a similar level throughout the day (<10% reduction; Figures S1D and S1E). Specifically, we observed passive behavior at the beginning of the day and high activeness at the end of the day, and overall the change in performance during the day was not significantly correlated with the change in activeness (r = 0.19; p > 0.05). These results are consistent with activeness being an integral part of a behavioral strategy to solve the task rather than purely reflecting motivation. We conclude that mice can solve the texture discrimination task using different behavioral strategies (active or passive), which raises the question of whether these strategies are associated with distinct patterns of brain activity.
Sensory-Related Areas Encode Choice during Sensation
To measure large-scale neocortical activity during behavior, we applied wide-field calcium imaging through an intact skull preparation (Vanni and Murphy, 2014) in these transgenic mice that expressed GCaMP6f in layer 2/3 (L2/3) excitatory neurons ( Figure 2A ; STAR Methods). For each mouse, we mapped the activity patterns evoked by different sensory stimuli under anesthesia, allowing us to localize several neocortical areas, including barrel cortex in primary somatosensory cortex (S1BC), secondary somatosensory cortex (S2), and rostrolateral posterior parietal cortex (RL) situated between S1BC and primary visual cortex (Figures 2A and 2B ; Figure S2A ; STAR Methods; Wang and Burkhalter, 2007; Wang et al., 2012) .
We first examined spatiotemporal activity patterns in these sensory-related areas (S1BC, S2, and RL) during sensation. We created activity maps for a time window during texture touch (sensation maps), and we extracted the time course of GCaMP6f fluorescence changes (DF/F) for the respective regions of interests during the initial second after first touch (STAR Methods). All three areas displayed significantly enhanced activity during hit versus correct rejection (CR) trials for each mouse separately and independent of texture type (Figures 2B and 2C; Figures S2B and S2C;  for either P100 or P1200 as go texture; p < 0.05; Wilcoxon signed-rank test) as well as averaged across mice (Figure 2D ; p < 0.01; Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Calcium signals peaked around 0.5 s after a first whisker touched the texture, presumably because it takes several hundreds of milliseconds for other whiskers to engage the texture and evoke the population signal that most likely represents responses to multiple whisker contacts. Discrimination between hit and CR trials occurred within a few hundred milliseconds, in line with previous studies (Chen et al., 2013 . In control experiments, we excluded confounding effects of autofluorescence or non-calcium-related intrinsic signals (STAR Methods; Figure S3 ). In addition, we trained three extra transgenic mice in a similar delay task without texture discrimination (i.e., both textures resulted in a reward when licking after a delay period; STAR Methods). These mice showed no significant difference of evoked fluorescence changes in S1BC, S2, and RL between the P100 and P1200 textures ( Figure S4 ).
We next asked if sensation maps depend on behavioral strategy by separating active and passive trials. For the same choice, e.g., in hit trials, this comparison revealed large differences. Sensation maps for active hit trials showed high activity in many areas, including whisker-related areas but also S1 forelimb area (S1FL) and secondary motor cortex (M2), whereas activity in passive hit trials on the contrary was confined to S1BC, S2, and RL (Figures 2E and 2F) . Pooled across all mice, activity in both active and passive trials was significantly higher in hit versus CR trials in S1BC, S2, and RL ( Figure 2G ; p < 0.05; Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Figure S2D ). In passive trials only, activities in S1FL and M2 (as well as whisking behavior) were low and not significantly different in hit versus CR trials ( Figure 2G ; p > 0.05; Wilcoxon signed-rank test). For active trials, S1FL activation (along with activation of other areas and whisking behavior) did show apparent differences, which we attribute to the different body movements observed in hit versus CR trials during sensation (see Figure S5A for a full description of activation levels during sensation in active versus passive trials for all areas examined in this study). Thus, consistent with previous reports Yang et al., 2016) , sensory-related posterior areas S1BC, S2, and RL encode choice shortly after touch for both behavioral strategies. In contrast, activity in the surrounding cortical areas exhibits large differences depending on behavioral strategy, which may influence activation patterns during the subsequent delay period.
Distinct Cortical Areas Hold Information during the Delay
We next analyzed which cortical areas are involved in short-term memory once the texture has been withdrawn, i.e., during the delay period (Figure 3 ). Since body movements evoke widespread activity, we restricted this analysis to trials in which the mouse was quiet for at least the first second during the delay. For the remaining delay period, we excluded time periods when the mouse began to move because otherwise movement-related activity was evoked in many areas ( Figure S6 ; STAR Methods). These criteria ensured that, for both active and passive trials, the analysis was not directly affected by movements because only time periods during the delay were considered when the mouse was sitting quietly and waiting for the response cue.
From these quiet periods during the delay, we created activity maps (delay maps) with trials separated according to behavioral strategy, i.e., depending on whether the mouse had been active or passive earlier during sensation. As an example, mouse 6 typically alternated between strategies during imaging sessions. Surprisingly, delay maps were very different for the two behavioral strategies, for individual hit trials, as well as for whole-session averages (Figures 3A and 3B) . In active trials, the delay map showed frontal activation (particularly in M2), whereas for passive trials the map displayed posterior activation, which was especially strong in a (E) Sensation maps for active (left) and passive (right) hit trials taken from the same imaging session in mouse 3. S1BC, S1FL, and M2 are outlined as dashed ovals. (F) DF/F traces in S1BC, S1FL, and M2 for the examples in (E). (G) Same as in (D) but separated into active or passive trials and with the addition of S1FL and M2 areas. Error bars are as in (D) . See also Figure S5A for a presentation of all areas. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; n.s., not significant; Wilcoxon signed-rank test. See also Figures S2-S5.
region just posterior and lateral to the visual cortex ( Figure 3B ; Figure S7 ; Videos S1, S2, S3, and S4). Based on anatomical maps of neocortex (Paxinos and Franklin, 2013; Wang et al., 2012) , we refer to this region as posterior area P (or P for short; see Discussion; see also additional retinotopic alignment in Figure S7B ). We emphasize that both active and passive trials used for the generation of these delay maps were correct hit trials, so that stimulus identity, licking action, and reward consumption were similar. For CR trials, the distinct patterns in active and passive delay maps were still discernible, albeit with much weaker contrast. In control experiments, we verified that these activity patterns were not confounded by hemodynamic signals, especially for the near-midline M2 area, which is close to the superior sagittal sinus ( Figures S3 and S8 ).
We further analyzed how L2/3 calcium signals in S1BC, M2, and P differed between passive and active trials ( Figure 3C ). In active trials, due to body movements, DF/F traces were high prior and during the sensation period in all areas. Subsequently, M2 maintained high activity during the delay in hit, but not in CR, trials, whereas other areas displayed a decrease below baseline. The latter observation suggests that posterior areas may be inhibited when information is maintained in M2 (Allen et al., 2017) . In passive trials, the DF/F trace in M2 remained at baseline during the delay period, whereas area P displayed enhanced activity, especially in hit trials.
The distinct delay maps in active and passive trials-with patches of sustained activity in M2 and P, respectively-were consistent for all mice ( Figure 3D ). Also consistently, active mice showed P activation in their minority of passive trials and, Figure 1F . (E) Mean DF/F values during the delay period for hit and CR trials in M2, S1BC, and P averaged across mice for active and passive trials. Error bars are SEM across mice. See also Figure S5B for a presentation of all areas. *p < 0.05; n.s., not significant; Wilcoxon signed-rank test. See also Figures S3-S8.
vice versa, passive mice showed M2 activation in their few active trials ( Figure S7D ; p < 0.05; Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Other cortical areas did not show much difference between hit and CR trials ( Figure S5B ). A quantitative comparison of hit versus CR trials pooled across mice revealed a significantly higher activation of M2 in active hit trials and of P in passive hit trials ( Figure 3E ; p < 0.05; Wilcoxon signed-rank test; n = 8 mice; Bonferroni corrected). For the less-preferred trial type (passive for M2 and active for P) the mean delay activity in these areas was low, although it sometimes showed remaining modulations that could still indicate some involvement (see example in Figure 3C) . Delay activities in M2, S1BC, and P were also significantly different between active and passive hit trials ( Figure 3E ; p < 0.05; Wilcoxon signed-rank test; n = 8 mice; Bonferroni corrected). We remind again that, during the delay time periods used for the analysis, mice were sitting quietly and waiting for the response cue. For both active and passive trials, body movements remained below our movement threshold during these periods, with low accompanying whisking activity and no significant difference between hit and CR trials (p > 0.05; signed-rank test for each mouse separately). In conclusion, we have discovered a divergence of neocortical dynamics that is contingent on behavioral strategy and leads to the activation of completely different areas during the delay period when information has to be maintained in short-term memory. If distinct cortical areas hold relevant information for the future action, their activity should be discriminative for hit versus CR trials. To analyze the discrimination power during the delay, we trained a support vector machine (SVM) to classify between hit and CR trials based on all pixels in the imaging area (STAR Methods). SVM training was done for each imaging day and separately for active and passive trials (n = 4 and 5 mice, respectively). To exemplify this analysis, we applied the SVM classifier only to two pixels during the delay period, one in M2 and the other in P. From the results, it was evident that for active trials the M2 pixel was most informative (i.e., was assigned a high weight), whereas for passive trials the P pixel was most informative ( Figure 4A ). When we performed SVM classification using all pixels in the imaging area (i.e., on the entire delay maps; 80% training, 20% testing; 20 cross-validations), accuracy ranged (F) SVM accuracies for active (left) and passive (right) strategies when using either all pixels (black), pixels only in the posterior cortex (blue), or pixels only in the frontal cortex (red). Error bars are SEM over imaging days (n = 31 from 4 mice for active strategy; n = 39 from 5 mice for passive strategy). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; n.s., not significant; ANOVA and post hoc analysis. See also Figure S5C . from 60% to 88% in all mice for active and passive trials (Figure 4B) . We obtained weight maps by assigning to each pixel its corresponding weight from the classifier. The best weights (top 1% highest absolute value) mapped to M2 or P for active and passive strategies, respectively ( Figure 5C ). Pooled across all mice, weights were significantly positive in M2 for active trials and in P for passive trials ( Figure 4D ; one-way ANOVA; for active strategy p < 0.001; F 10,33 = 5.17, 95% confidence interval [CI] [0.04 0.095] for M2; for passive strategy p < 0.01; F 10,44 = 2.86, 95% CI [0.03 0.075] for P; n = 4 and 5 mice for active and passive strategies, respectively). Other areas displayed weights that did not significantly differ from zero ( Figure 4D ; p > 0.05 post hoc). In addition, we analyzed the hit versus CR discrimination power for each area separately and obtained similar results ( Figure S5C ; STAR Methods).
Dividing the cortical surface in frontal and posterior parts confirmed different fronto-posterior interactions based on behavioral strategy: In active trials frontal cortex was assigned significantly positive weight, whereas posterior cortex was assigned significantly negative weight ( Figure 4E ; one-way ANOVA; p < 0.001; F 3,14 = 13.8; 95% CI [3.6 10.2]$10 À3 for frontal cortex, 95% CI [À8.1 À1.5]$10 À3 for posterior cortex). In passive trials, weight distribution was the opposite (95% CI [À5.7 0.13]$ 10 À3 for frontal cortex, 95% CI [2.0 7.9]$10 À3 for posterior cortex). Interestingly, for passive trials, SVM accuracy was at chance level when we applied the SVM only to pixels in the frontal cortex ( Figure 4F ; p > 0.05; signed-rank test compared to 50%; Bonferroni corrected; n = 39 imaging sessions from 5 passive mice). Significant accuracy was maintained when using only pixels in the posterior cortex (p < 0.001; signed-rank test compared to 50%; Bonferroni corrected). For active trials, in contrast, accuracy remained high when using either frontal or posterior pixels only ( Figure 4F ; p < 0.001; signed-rank test compared to 50%; Bonferroni corrected; n = 31 imaging sessions from 4 active mice). This finding is explained by the relatively widespread decrease in activity seen in posterior cortex during hit trials. These results indicate that, at least in some cases (e.g., during a passive strategy), short-term memory is not maintained in frontal cortex.
Cellular Resolution Imaging Substantiates StrategyDependent M2 and P Activation
To corroborate the wide-field population signal, we additionally used two-photon imaging to resolve single-cell activity while mice performed the task. Guided by the wide-field maps, we targeted regions of interest that displayed high activation (Figure 5A) . Specifically, we implanted 5 of the 8 mice with a glass window above either posterior areas (S1BC, S2, RL, and P; mice 5 and 8) or frontal areas (M2; mice 3, 4, and 6). Both types of windows included at least one active and one passive mouse. Consistent with the wide-field data in Figure 2 , L2/3 neurons in S1BC, S2, and RL displayed significantly higher activity in hit versus CR trials during the sensation period (Figures 5B and 5C; p < 0.05; signed-rank test). During the delay period, M2 displayed a significantly higher fraction of responsive L2/3 neurons and larger average responses in hit trials for active, but not passive, mice (Figures 5D-5F; p < 0.05; signed-rank test). In contrast, P displayed significantly more responsive L2/3 neurons and larger responses in hit trials for passive, but not active, mice (Figures 5G-5I; p < 0.05; signed-rank test).
In addition, we analyzed the discrimination power between hit and CR for individual L2/3 neurons. We found that M2 neurons were more discriminative in active compared to passive trials, whereas P neurons were more discriminative in passive trials ( Figure S5D ). Moreover, M2 contained a higher fraction of significantly discriminating cells in active trials, whereas in area P more discriminative cells were present in passive trials ( Figure S5E) . A vast majority of discriminative cells preferred the hit condition. These analyses confirm the results from our population-level analyses based on wide-field imaging data. In addition, they indicate that M2 and P display relatively homogeneous dynamics within the neuronal populations during the delay period.
Perturbing P or M2 Impairs Performance and Can Induce Strategy Switches Next, we tested whether the activation patches observed in areas P and M2 during the delay period are behaviorally relevant. We trained a new batch of L2/3-GCaMP6f mice (n = 6) that reached high performance with activeness ranging from 29% to 92% ( Figure 6A ). Body movements were monitored and analyzed as before. Delay maps from baseline imaging sessions again revealed sustained activation in M2 and P in active and passive mice, respectively ( Figure 6B ). Next, depending on the mouse's main strategy, we targeted either M2 or P for the injection of adeno-associated virus (AAV)-CAG-ArchT-GFP to locally express Archaerhodopsin (ArchT), an optical neural silencer (Han et al., 2011; STAR Methods) . After 4-5 weeks, mice were re-trained and then performed the task while green light (561 nm) was delivered to the injected region during the delay period randomly in 50% of the trials (perturbation sessions; STAR Methods). After these sessions, mice continued in further wide-field imaging sessions without light delivery and for additional controls (post-sessions; STAR Methods). The timeline of experiments thus covered 14-25 weeks per mouse ( Figure 6C ). Our working hypothesis was that ArchT activation during the delay period would either impair performance or induce a change in strategy or both. In addition, we expected M2 and P perturbations to be most effective during active and passive trials, respectively.
We first show examples of 3 mice, each exhibiting a different effect. In the first example, the more passive mouse 13 was perturbed in area P, which resulted in a significant decrease in performance in the trials with light delivery (p < 0.01; signed-rank test), dropping to a performance level not significantly different from our expert threshold of d 0 = 1.5 (Figure 6Di ; p > 0.05 d 0 compared with 1.5; signed-rank test). The mouse maintained its passive strategy when comparing baseline and perturbation sessions ( Figure 6Dii ; trials with and without light pooled together; p > 0.05; Wilcoxon rank test). Importantly, when separating trials into active and passive trials, the reduction in performance caused by ArchT activation only occurred in passive trials (Figure 6Diii ; p < 0.01; signed-rank test).
In the second example, the more active mouse 11 was perturbed in M2 and showed a small but significant decrease in performance due to light delivery (Figure 6Ei ; p < 0.05; signed-rank test), though still remaining above expert threshold (p < 0.001; signed-rank test). Interestingly, this mouse showed more passive behavior in perturbation sessions compared to baseline sessions (Figure 6Eii ; p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test). Different from mouse 13 and consistent with perturbation in M2, performance decreased significantly only in the perturbed active trials (Figure 6Eiii ; p < 0.001; signed-rank test). By switching its strategy to more passive behavior, this mouse apparently partially compensated for the performance drop. Activeness stayed reduced during perturbation sessions, but the mouse quickly shifted back to higher activeness in post-sessions (Figure 6Eiv) .
The third example mouse 12 was perturbed in area P, but overall performance did not significantly decrease (Figure 6Fi ; p > 0.05; signed-rank test). Notably, however, this mouse very efficiently switched its strategy from passive to active in the perturbation sessions (Figure 6Fii and iii; p < 0.001; MannWhitney U-test). While perturbation of area P still reduced performance significantly in the passive trials, these were now less abundant compared to the unaffected active trials (Figure 6Fiv ; p < 0.05; signed-rank test). Following the perturbation sessions, this mouse maintained an active strategy in post-sessions ( Figure 6Fv ). Correspondingly, the main delay map switched from P to M2 activation for baseline compared to post-sessions ( Figure 6Fvi ). The other 3 mice followed one of the above scenarios (Figure S9) . Taking all mice together, we found that mice that tended to maintain their strategy displayed the strongest reduction in performance upon ArchT activation ( Figure 7A ). Interestingly, we found a significantly positive correlation between the baseline performance of mice and their ability to switch strategies ( Figure 7B ), indicating that the best performing mice were also more flexible. Importantly, the 3 mice silenced in M2 showed a significant impairment in performance only in active trials, whereas the 3 mice that were silenced in P showed a significant impairment only in passive trials ( Figure 7C ). In summary, perturbation of one area (M2 or P) decreased performance exclusively when the mouse used the associated strategy ( Figure 7D ; p < 0.05; signed-rank test). Some mice flexibly overcame the perturbation by switching to an alternative strategy, shifting short-term memory location to the unperturbed area, whereas others did not make use of this option (see the Discussion).
If short-term memory requires activation of either P or M2, then silencing both areas should strongly impair performance. To test this idea, we trained 4 additional VGAT-ChR2-EYFP mice expressing channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) in GABAergic interneurons throughout the cortex (Zhao et al., 2011) . Mice underwent the same training procedure. After reaching expert level, both M2 and P areas were silenced simultaneously during the delay period ( Figure 7E ; STAR Methods). All four mice significantly reduced their performance upon ChR2 activation (p < 0.001; signed-rank test) down to levels not significantly different from the expert threshold ( Figure 7F ; p > 0.05; signed-rank test). In summary, our optogenetic perturbation experiments confirm the hypothesis that M2 and P are necessary for maintaining task-relevant information in short-term memory and that their essential role is bound to the respective active and passive strategies.
M2 and P Maintain Motor-and Sensory-Related Information, Respectively Finally, we investigated what type of information is maintained in M2 and P during the delay period. Using a go/no-go task, the Error bars are SEM across recording sessions except for (D) where error bars are SEM across mice. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; n.s., not significant; Wilcoxon signed-rank test or Mann-Whitney U-test.
information maintained during the delay can be related to either past stimulus identity or future motor action. To dissociate between these two possibilities, we analyzed the error trials, i.e., false alarm (FA) and miss trials, and we compared them to hit and CR trials. Similar to correct trials, error trials were separated into active and passive trials for each mouse. In general, activeness in both FA and miss trials was similar to hit trials, with a tendency to reduced activeness, especially for miss trials ( Figure 8A ; mean activeness across all mice: 42.8%, 35.9%, and 32.3% for hit, FA, and miss trials). Next, we calculated the mean activity during the delay period in M2 and P for each error type in active and passive trials. Similar to hit trials (see Figure 3E ), delay activity tended to display positive values in M2 during active trials and in P during passive trials for both FA and miss trials ( Figure 8B ). Next, we compared M2 delay activity for all choice types in active trials. In an example active session, the delay map for FA was similar to hits and the one for misses was similar to (E) Hypothesized cortical dynamics during sensation and short-term memory. During the sensation period, a posterior network (S1BC, S2, and RL) displays enhanced activity, enabling the discrimination between the two textures. At the beginning of the delay period, information presumably flows to either frontal or posterior areas for short-term maintenance, depending on the mouse's strategy: from RL to M2 during an active strategy (motor short-term memory) or from RL to P during a passive strategy (sensory short-term memory). Both cortical states eventually converge to trigger a similar behavioral response (licking the water spout). Ent, entorhinal cortex; Hc, hippocampus.
CR, all showing M2 activation ( Figure 8C ; top). Thus, maps for active trials with similar future action (lick or no lick) displayed similar activation in M2. For passive trials, in contrast, delay maps and the corresponding activation of P were similar for trial types with the same past sensory stimulus, with hits resembling misses and FA resembling CR ( Figure 8C, bottom) . To quantify this difference, we defined a motor sensory index (MSI) taking into account for each error type whether its delay map was more similar to the correct trial map with the same past stimulus identity or the one with the same future motor action (STAR Methods). MSI ranged from À1 to 1, where positive values indicated motor-related information content whereas negative values indicated the maintenance of sensory-related information. MSI was calculated for each mouse separately in M2 for active trials and in P for passive trials. MSI was significantly positive in M2 and significantly negative in P ( Figure 8D ; p < 0.05; Wilcoxon signed-rank test), implying that each area encodes a different type of short-term memory (see the Discussion). In summary, M2 activity holds information related to the future action, whereas P activity holds information related to the past sensory stimulus.
DISCUSSION
We have shown that mice can deploy either an active or passive strategy to solve a texture discrimination task. Upon texture touch, whisker-related areas in posterior cortex (S1BC, S2, and RL) encode the choice of the mouse independently of strategy. During the delay period, we find a clear divergence of activity patterns to either M2 or P depending on behavioral strategy. In addition, M2 is more related to the future motor action whereas P is more related to the past stimulus identity. We propose that short-term memory is present in two different forms: motor-related memory in M2 or sensory-related memory in P ( Figure 8E ). Furthermore, holding information about texture identity in P may be part of the ''what'' pathway, whereas actively approaching the object with whisking and body movement may be related to engaging the ''where'' pathway (Diamond et al., 2008; Van Essen and Gallant, 1994; Goodale and Milner, 1992) , as also suggested by a previous anatomical study in mice (Wang et al., 2012) . Nevertheless, additional experiments directly testing each pathway will be needed to substantiate these ideas.
M2 is presumed to play a role in sensory integration via topdown influences (Manita et al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014) as well as in action planning (Erlich et al., 2011; Murakami et al., 2017; Siniscalchi et al., 2016) . We find that M2 also encodes short-term memory but only for the active strategy. In passive trials, M2 as well as other frontal areas (including anterior lateral motor cortex [ALM]; Guo et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015) were not activated and could not discriminate trial types (Figure 4 ), suggesting that they are less important for maintaining information for this type of behavior, at least before any preparatory movements. We emphasize that in our analysis we excluded preparatory stereotypic movements initiated before the licking response (Otchy et al., 2015) as these movements typically activate many frontal areas, including M2 and ALM (Figure 2E ; Figure S5 ). Future studies of frontal cortical dynamics thus should carefully take into account behavioral parameters that may indirectly affect the results. It will be interesting to investigate in detail how cortical activity may shift from posterior to frontal areas during the transition phase at the start of preparatory movements.
In passive trials, we discovered that a less studied lateral posterior area maintains hit versus CR information during short-term memory. The center location of this area best matches to area P (Wang et al., 2012) , also referred to as posterolateral area (Lein et al., 2007) or lateral secondary visual cortex (Paxinos and Franklin, 2013) . Given the variability among animals, however, the observed activation spot may also encompass adjacent posterior areas, such as lateromedial visual cortex or postrhinal cortices. Area P so far has been mainly implied in visual processing (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007; Zhuang et al., 2017) . It is reciprocally connected to parahippocampal, temporal, and parietal cortices (Oh et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2012) . We suggest that P processes information about object identity, receiving tactile information presumably via RL and encoding relevant features as part of the ''what'' pathway ( Figure 8E ). It also could be involved in a comparison with internal long-term memory retrieved by hippocampus (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991) . Area P may be a homolog to primate lateral occipito-temporal complex (LOC), which is thought to process hapto-visual information (Amedi et al., 2002) . In active trials, this pathway may be less engaged since information is rapidly shifted to motor-related areas. In area P, we find similarly high activity during the delay in passive miss and hit trials, indicating that P holds sensory-related information. This was also true at the end of an imaging day when some mice appeared less motivated, implying that sensory information was stored in P despite the mouse not licking for reward. In this context, we find that active mice initiate preparatory movements earlier than passive mice, consistent with the idea that short-term memory in frontal areas is more motor related and that movements may help to transform cortical activity for action preparation (data not shown).
We defined behavioral strategies based on obvious body movement during sensation, but differences between active and passive mice could also reflect attentional, arousal, or motivational state. To dissociate between these states and behavioral strategy, we emphasize several points. First, even though activeness fluctuated most mice generally maintained similar activeness levels across days and weeks, consistent with the notion that mice adopt a particular strategy, i.e., plan their action to maximize reward and/or minimize energy consumption. Second, when perturbing only one area (M2 or P), some mice adopted an alternative strategy (while maintaining high performance), changing their activeness also in trials where no light was delivered. Third, despite a correlation between performance level and activeness, passive mice still performed at high levels ( Figure 1F ). Fourth, in some cases active and passive hit trials were intermingled within a session (e.g., Figure 3A) , again implying that the general attentional state and motivation of the animal were similar. Fifth, in many cases activeness did not change across the imaging day (Figure S1F) . Thus, attentional, arousal, and motivational states are less likely to be exclusively related to the observed cortical activity patterns.
Another concern may be that the go/no-go task design is biased to the go condition in terms of reward consumption, motor plan, and preparation, making it difficult to relate the observed cortical delay maps to short-term memory. We emphasize, however, that our major finding is a prominent difference between delay maps for two types of hit trials (active versus passive). In both types of hit trials the mouse is sitting quietly and waiting for the response cue after the texture has been retracted. In addition, texture identity, licking action, and reward consumption are similar in all hit trials. Future studies could aim to further reveal how internal parameters (e.g., motivation, arousal, and energy constraints) as well as external parameters (e.g., stimulus type or location in space) may shape different behavioral strategies. Specifically, a delayed match-to-sample task where the decision is contingent on the comparison of two temporally spaced stimuli (recently also established in rodents; Fassihi et al., 2014 Fassihi et al., , 2017 Liu et al., 2014) can better dissociate between maintenance of sensory information in working memory from processes involved in decision-making and motor planning. It remains to be seen how our results will compare to patterns of persistent activity observed during the delay period in such a task.
Are the distinct activation patches in M2 and P causally linked to the mouse's ability to perform the task? Often causality is tested by demonstrating a reduction in task performance upon the silencing of individual or several cortical areas (Allen et al., 2017; Goard et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2014; Kamigaki and Dan, 2017; Licata et al., 2017 ). Here we find that some mice manage to maintain a relatively high performance despite perturbation of one area (M2 or P) whereas other mice show significantly reduced performance. The former mice apparently flexibly switch to the alternative unperturbed strategy, whereas the latter mice maintain their strategy. Strategy switches were consistent across days, were present also in trials without perturbation, and were clearly reflected in corresponding switches between M2-and P-dominated delay maps. Importantly, all mice showed impaired performance only during the strategy associated with the perturbed area and not during the alternative strategy, demonstrating a strategy-specific effect. In conclusion, some mice (likely the best performing) are able to overcome strategy-specific perturbation by re-routing information via other cortical pathways and, thus, optimizing their reward. This option is not available when perturbing both M2 and P, in which mice reduced performance to non-expert level, implying that both areas together are necessary for maintaining short-term memory.
What mechanisms could underlie differential routing of cortical activity? In mice, posterior parietal cortex-including RL, which we studied here, as well as more medial areas such as anterior area (A) and anteromedial area (AM) (Wang et al., 2012; Zhuang et al., 2017) -plays a pivotal role in sensory integration for different sensory modalities (Goard et al., 2016; Harvey et al., 2012; Song et al., 2017; Morcos and Harvey, 2016; Raposo et al., 2014) . Whether these areas maintain information during a delay is less clear, as this has been implicated in some (Harvey et al., 2012) , but not in other, studies (Erlich et al., 2015; Goard et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2014) . Neuronal populations in RL project both to frontal M2 and to posterior areas, including area P (Oh et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2012; http://connectivity.brain-map. org/). Therefore, they could route information to either frontal or posterior cortices depending on the mouse's state. The divergence of RL projections fits well with our finding that short-term memory is maintained in distinct cortical patterns based on behavioral strategies. We therefore hypothesize that RL could act as a key routing area ( Figure 8E) .
In this study, we used mainly wide-field imaging to reveal areas of interest that are involved in cortical processing. The advantage of this method is the simultaneous and unbiased sampling of large parts of the cortex, which enables identification of areas that did not gain previous attention (e.g., area P). The disadvantage of the method is that the wide-field fluorescence signals represent bulk signals, summed over neuronal populations (as well as potentially confounded by non-neuronal fluorescence changes, which needs to be controlled for). We therefore cannot exclude the possibility that we have missed intermingled sub-populations of neurons that carry task-relevant information but are averaged out in the population signal. In addition, this study focused on layer 2/3 neurons, whereas other layers may contribute differently to task-related processes (Chandrasekaran et al., 2017; van Kerkoerle et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015) .
In summary, our results highlight the importance of taking into account global behavioral parameters and accounting for the individuality of subjects when studying cortical dynamics. Maintenance of information in short-term memory is not necessarily tied to one cortical area but is flexibly localized according to behavioral strategy (Leavitt et al., 2017) . This flexibility reflects that the same behavioral outcome can be achieved in different ways.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
STAR Methods were carried out according to the guidelines of the Veterinary Office of Switzerland and following approval by the Cantonal Veterinary Office in Zurich.
Animals and Surgical Procedures
A total of 30 adult male mice (1-9 months old) were used in this study. We used 23 triple transgenic Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;CamK2a-tTA; TITL-GCaMP6f animals, expressing GCaMP6f in excitatory neocortical layer 2/3 neurons (Figure 2A ). To generate triple transgenic animals, double transgenic mice carrying CamK2a-Tta (Mayford et al., 1996) and TITL-GCaMP6f (Madisen et al., 2015) were crossed with a Rasgrf2-2A-dCre line ; individual lines are available from The Jackson Laboratory as JAX# 016198, JAX#024103, and JAX# 022864, respectively). The Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;CamK2a-tTA;TITL-GCaMP6f line contains a tet-off system, by which transgene expression can be suppressed upon doxycycline treatment (Garner et al., 2012; Gossen and Bujard, 1992) . However, doxycycline treatment is not necessary in these animals, since the Rasgrf2-2A-dCre line holds an inducible system of its own, given that the destabilized Cre (dCre) expressed under the control of the Rasgrf2-2A promoter needs to be stabilized by trimethoprim (TMP) to be fully functional. TMP (Sigma T7883) was reconstituted in Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma 34869) at a saturation level of 100 mg/ml, freshly prepared for each experiment. For TMP induction, mice were given a single intraperitoneal injection (150 mg TMP/g body weight; 29 g needle), diluted in 0.9% saline solution. 8 triple transgenic mice were trained in the texture discrimination task, 3 were trained in a control task without discrimination, 5 were used for controls (see below), 6 were trained and used for optogenetic experiments (further injected with AAV2.5-CAG-ArchT-GFP; see below), and one was trained on the task and used for retinotopic mapping (m15; Figure S6B ). In addition, 2 wild-type mice were trained on the task and used for controls. One Rasgrf2-2A-dCre; CamK2a-tTA;TITL-GCaMP6f mouse was injected with a cre-dependent virus expressing eGFP (AAV2.9.Syn.DIO.EGFP) in the S1BC, M2 and P areas and was trained on the control task. Finally 4 transgenic VGAT-ChR2-EYFP were trained and used for additional optogenetic experiments. We used an intact skull preparation (Silasi et al., 2016) for chronic wide-field calcium imaging of neocortical activity over several months. Mice were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane (in pure O 2 ) and body temperature was maintained at 37 C. We applied local analgesia (lidocaine 1%), exposed and cleaned the skull, and removed some muscles to access the entire dorsal surface of the left hemisphere (Figure 2A ; $6 3 8 mm 2 ; from $3 mm anterior to bregma to $1 mm posterior to lambda; from the midline to at least 5 mm laterally). We built a wall around the hemisphere with adhesive material (iBond; UV-cured) and dental cement ''worms'' (Charisma). Then, we applied transparent dental cement homogenously over the imaging field (Tetric EvoFlow T1). Finally, a metal post for head fixation was glued on the back of the right hemisphere. This minimally invasive preparation enabled high-quality chronic imaging with high success rate. In five mice an additional craniotomy was performed at a later stage to enable cellular resolution twophoton imaging in targeted areas. 3-4 mm diameter glass windows were chronically implanted above either frontal or posterior areas as previously described (Chen et al., 2013 ; Figure 5A ; see below).
METHOD DETAILS Texture Discrimination Task with Delayed Response
Mice were trained on a go/no-go discrimination task with delayed response to separate sensation and action periods and to investigate the short-term memory period ( Figure 1A ). The behavioral setup has been described previously (Chen et al., 2013) . Each trial started with an auditory cue (2 beeps at 2 kHz, 100-ms duration with 50-ms interval), signaling the approach of either two types of sandpapers (grit size P100: rough texture; P1200: smooth texture) to the mouse's whiskers as 'go' or 'no-go' textures (pseudorandomly presented with no more than 3 repetitions). The texture stayed in touch with the whiskers for 2 s, after which it was moved out. A delay of several seconds (1.2 -4.5 s) was introduced until an additional auditory cue (response cue; 4 beeps at 4 kHz, 50-ms duration with 25-ms interval) signaled the start of a 2 s response period. A water reward was given to the mouse for licking for the go texture only after the response cue ('hit'). Punishment with white noise was given for licking for the no-go texture ('false alarms'; FA) or licking before the response cue ('early licks'). Reward and punishment were omitted when mice withheld licking for the no-go ('correct-rejections', CR) or go ('Misses') textures. The licking detector remained in a fixed and reachable position throughout the entire trial (Videos S1, S2, S3, and S4).
Training and Performance
Five mice were trained to lick for the P100 texture and 3 mice were trained to lick for the P1200 texture. Mice were first handled and accustomed to head fixation before starting water scheduling. Then, mice were shortly trained to lick for a water reward. Next, mice were presented with the 'go' texture and after reliable licking the 'no-go' texture was gradually introduced (Guo et al., 2014) . Only after mice reached high and stable discrimination power (> 80% for both Hit and CR trials; typically after around a week), they were confronted with the delay period. We then gradually increased the delay duration according to the mouse's ability ( Figure 1B ). After extensive training (Training time 6.94 ± 0.82 weeks), mice were able to reliably wait for the response cue while maintaining high performance ( Figure S1A ; range of delay duration during imaging sessions 1.2-4.5 s). Additional training time was given to mice in order to remain quiet for most of the delay period. These quiet periods enabled to reliably evaluate neocortical activity during the delay, avoiding possible confounding effects of preparatory movements (see also Data Analysis below). Delay duration was varied between imaging sessions. Performance was quantified as d-prime (Chen et al., 2013) 
where Z denotes the inverse of the cumulative distribution function. Imaging began when mice had stabilized on an expert level (d 0 > 1.5) with a relatively low percentage of early licks ( Figures 1B and 1C) .
Control Task
To control the effects of each texture on population responses we trained 3 extra mice on a similar task but with no discrimination ( Figure S4 ). Mice were presented with two textures (i.e., P100 or P1200), and then had to wait for several seconds until a response cue signaled the start of a 2 s response period. A water reward was given to the mouse for licking for both texture types. Similar to the texture discrimination task with delayed response, mice were punished for early licks. Training procedure was kept similar to the texture discrimination delayed task and lasted for around 2-3 weeks.
Wide-Field Calcium Imaging
We used a wide-field approach to image large parts of the dorsal cortex while mice performed the task. A sensitive CMOS camera (Hamamatsu Orca Flash 4.0) was mounted on top of a dual objective setup. Two objectives (Navitar; top objective: D-5095, 50 mm f0.95; bottom objective inverted: D-2595, 25 mm f0.95) were interfaced with a dichroic (510 nm; AHF; Beamsplitter T510LPXRXT) filter cube (Thorlabs). This combination allowed a $9 mm field-of-view, covering most of the dorsal cortex of the hemisphere contralateral to texture presentation. Blue LED light (Thorlabs; M470L3) was guided through an excitation filter (480/40 nm BrightLine HC), a diffuser, collimated, reflected from the dichroic mirror, and focused through the bottom objective approximately 100 mm below the blood vessels. Green light emitted from the preparation passed through both objectives and an emission filter (514/30 nm BrightLine HC) before reaching the camera. The total power of blue light on the preparation was < 5 mW, i.e., < 0.1 mW/mm 2 . At this illumination power we did not observe any photo-bleaching. Data were collected with a temporal resolution of 20 Hz and a spatial resolution of 512x512 or 2048x2048 pixels. On each imaging day a green reflectance image was taken as reference to enable registration across different imaging days using the blood vessel pattern (fiber-coupled LED illuminated from the side; Thorlabs).
Mapping and Area Selection
Each mouse underwent a mapping session under anesthesia (1% isoflurane), in which we presented five different sensory stimuli (contra-lateral side): a moving bar stimulating multiple whiskers, the forelimb paw, or the hindlimb paw (20 Hz for 2 s); visual stimulation with a blue LED in front of the eye (100 ms duration; approximately zero elevation and azimuth); and white noise auditory stimulation (2 s. duration). The averaged evoked maps clearly showed activation patches in the expected areas (Figure 2A ; Figure S2A ), which were used to define the general borders of sensory areas. Of particular interest were 3 cortical borders: (1) the whisker related S1BC and S2 border ( Figure 2B ), (2) the cortical space between S1BC and visual cortex which we used to define RL ( Figure 2B ), (3) the posterior and lateral border of the visual cortex (Vis) where beyond it the posterior area P was defined (Figure S7 ). These general borders were registered from the mapping day to each imaging day using the reference green images. Within these general borders, and in addition based on stereotaxic coordinates, we manually assigned activation patches for each area in each imaging day. We defined 11 areas: S1BC, S2, RL (2.55 posterior and 3.35 mm lateral from bregma), Vis, Au (auditory areas), P (4.51 posterior and 3.75 mm lateral from bregma; average coordinate of 7 passive mice; Figure S7 ), S1FL, S1HL, whisker-related primary motor cortex (M1; 1.5 anterior and 1 mm lateral from bregma, corresponding to the whisker evoked activation patch in M1 from the mapping session), ALM (anterior lateral motor cortex; 2.5 anterior and 1.5 mm lateral from bregma; Li et al., 2015) and M2 (1.5 anterior and 0.5 mm lateral from bregma). In addition, we registered sensation maps onto a 2D top view mouse brain atlas and found that the activation patch posterior to S1, corresponds best to rostro-lateral cortex (RL). To further delineate the border between primary visual cortex (V1) and P, we performed retinotopic mapping in 2 additional passive mice trained on the task ( Figure S7B ; m13 and m15). Mice were anesthetized and presented with 6 verticals and 6 horizontal moving bars (ranging from À43 to 43 in elevation and À46
to 46 in azimuth; 15 width; 2 cycles per second; 5 degrees per cycle). Next, we calculated the elevation and azimuth maps and derived the sign map for each mouse ( Figure S7B ; Garrett et al., 2014; Zhuang et al., 2017) . V1 typically exhibits negative sign values which were used to mark its lateral and posterior border. In both mice, the posterior patch of activation during the delay was mostly lateral and posterior to V1 and fitting to visual lateral cortex (V2L or Visl). This fits the border between P and visual cortex derived from the blue LED presentation ( Figure S7A ) or full field stimulus on the screen ( Figure S7B ). Finally, we divided the left hemisphere into frontal (FC) and posterior (PC) cortices based on stereotaxic coordinates ( Figure 4C , dashed white line; frontal cortex is defined as M1 and M2 in the mouse brain atlas; Paxinos and Franklin, 2013) .
Controls for Non-calcium-Related Optical Signals
In wide-field imaging, each pixel reports an optical signal integrated over the underlying labeled structures (cell bodies, axons, and dendrites). This signal is susceptible to non-calcium related signals, e.g., slow hemodynamic responses, which could affect the observed patterns (Allen et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2016; Vanni and Murphy, 2014; Wekselblatt et al., 2016) . We performed a series of controls to account for non-calcium related signals ( Figure S3 ): 1) In a separate experiment, we interleaved the blue excitation wavelength with a green reflectance signal (530 nm; 150-ms blue and 50-ms green illumination; Figures S3E-S3L ). The green reflectance signal corresponds to hemodynamic modulations but not calcium-dependent fluorescence changes and thus can be used to correct for the former (Ma et al., 2016; Wekselblatt et al., 2016) . For this, we trained two additional Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;CamK2a-tTA;TITL-GCaMP6f mouse on the texture discrimination task and imaged with interleaved blue and green light. In general, we find that correcting the population signal with a green reflectance signal did not substantially change the results (Figures S3E-S3L ). 2) To control for autofluorescence signals we trained 2 wild-type mice on the task and obtained wide-field imaging in awake performing animals ( Figures S3A-S3D ). In general, fluorescence changes were near zero during the sensation and delay periods. 3) As another additional control, we tested whether higher baseline fluorescence in the green channel (not related to the GcAMP6f molecule) may affect the results. For this we injected a virus expressing eGFP (AAV2.9.Syn.DIO.EGFP) in S1BC, M2 and area P of one additional mouse (Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;CamK2a-tTA;TITL-GCaMP6f), which was trained on the control task ( Figures  S3M-S3P ). Green fluorescence change was near zero during sensation and slightly decreased during the delay, and thus was significantly different than transgenic mice expressing GCaMP6f and trained on the same task. 4) M2 activation is very close to the midline where the superior sagittal sinus may modulate fluorescence. To control for this, we imaged 2 Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;CamK2a-tTA;TITL-GCaMP6f mice with a cranial window crossing the midline during wakefulness. The superior sagittal sinus is modulated during movement but returns to baseline shortly after (200 ms; Figure S8 ) and remains at baseline during quiet periods, implying that M2 enhanced fluorescence during the delay (taken only on quiet periods and lasting for several seconds) is not likely to be affected. 5) In 5 out of the 8 trained mice we implanted a cranial window and imaged single cells in behavioral relevant areas ( Figure 5 ).
Cellular-resolution imaging confirmed the results indicating a direct relationship between the wide-field population signal and cell bodies in layer 2/3 (see relevant section in the Results).
In summary, the results from all the above control experiments indicate no major influence of non-calcium-related intrinsic signals on the GCaMP6f signals that would confound our signal interpretations.
Whisker and Body Tracking
In addition to wide-field imaging, we tracked movements of the whiskers and the body of the mouse during the task ( Figure 1A) . The mouse was illuminated with a 940-nm infra-red LED. Whiskers were imaged at 200 Hz (500x500 pixels) using a high-speed CMOS camera (A504k; Basler), from which we calculated time course of whisking envelope and the time of first touch (see below). An additional camera monitored the movements of the mouse at 30 Hz (The imaging source; DMK 22BUC03; 720x480 pixels). We used movements of both forelimbs and the head/neck region to assess body movements, to reliably detected large movements and enabled labeling trials as active or passive ( Figure S6A ; see Data Analysis below and Videos S1, S2, S3, and S4).
Two-Photon Calcium Imaging
In five mice, we made additional craniotomies over cortical areas of interest based on wide-field imaging. For mouse #3, #4 and #6 we positioned a 3-mm glass window over M2; for mouse #5 and #8 we positioned a 4-mm glass window over the posterior sensory areas, covering S1BC, S2, RL, and P areas ( Figure 5A ). Mice were given a week to recover from surgery and were re-trained for an additional week before two-photon imaging began. We used a custom-built two-photon microscope controlled by HelioScan (Langer et al., 2013) , equipped with a Ti:sapphire laser system (Mai Tai HP; Newport Spectra Physics), a water-immersion objective (Olympus 340LUMPlanFl/IR, NA 0.8), galvanometric scan mirrors (model 6210; Cambridge Technology), and a Pockel's Cell (Conoptics) for laser intensity modulation. Based on previous wide-field imaging, along with the blood vessel pattern, we targeted specific areas of interest for two-photon imaging of L2/3 neurons in each mouse. We excited GCaMP6f at 940 nm and detected green fluorescence with a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu). Images (128x64 pixels) were acquired at 12-Hz frame rate and 10-50 cells per field of view were imaged simultaneously.
Optogenetic Experiments
To study whether M2 and P areas are behaviorally relevant, we trained a second batch of mice expressing GCaMP6f in layer 2/3 excitatory neurons ( Figure 6A ; n = 6; mice #9-14). Each mouse was investigated using wide-field imaging, labeled as active or passive according to its main strategy, and the relevant activation patches during the delay period in M2 and P, respectively, were found ( Figure 6B ). Next, mice were anesthetized, a small craniotomy was made through the intact skull preparation, and an AAV2.5-CAG-ArchT-GFP injection was targeted to M2 for active mice and P for passive (420-nl volume targeting the entire cortical column). Next, the hole was covered with clear dental cement and after 4-5 weeks perturbation experiments began. A 400-mm optical fiber was placed over the relevant area for illumination with green laser light (561 nm; 14-29 mW; CW laser Coherent OBIS-561-50 LS). Light was randomly delivered in 50% of the trials during the delay period (n = 17, 19, 19, 24, 16 and 12 perturbation sessions from mice #9-14 respectively). In some sessions light was delivered during both sensation and delay periods. In addition, in a minority of session we delivered light only in 10% of the trials. Results were similar in all of the above cases and were pooled together.
In addition, we trained 4 transgenic VGAT-ChR2-EYFP mice expressing channelrhodopsin-2 in GABAergic inhibitory neurons across the whole cortex (Zhao et al., 2011; strain 14548; Jackson lab) . These mice underwent the same wide-field preparation and were used to silence both P and M2 using two optical fibers (910 mm) that were coupled with blue laser light during the delay period (450 nm; 40 Hz; 7-11 mW each fiber; Coherent BioRay-450nm-50mw). Coordinates of M2 and P were determined based on the activation patches obtained from the previous mice (for P area: 4.51 posterior and 3.75 mm lateral from bregma; for M2 area: 1 anterior and 0.5 mm lateral from bregma). Light was delivered on 10%-50% of the trials randomly only during the delay period (n = 11, 19, 10 and 15 optogenetic recording sessions from VGAT mice 1-4 respectively).
Controls for Optogenetic Experiments
In all mice with ArchT injections there was clear additional green fluorescence from the GFP tag around the injection site visualized both through the wide-field preparation and with post hoc histology. To validate the opsin, we injected AAV-CAG-ArchT-GFP into S1BC in one Rasgrf2-2A-dCre;CamK2a-tTA;TITL-GCaMP6f mouse. Next, a small craniotomy was made and a 16-channel silicon probe was inserted into S1BC. Green light was coupled through a fiber (maintaining the same parameters of the optogenetic experiments) on interleaved trials both during whisker stimulation and spontaneous activity. In both cases, light stimulation caused a significant initial hyperpolarization peak in the local field potential indicating that the local neuronal population is perturbed with an inhibitory component (p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U test between light and no light trials; n = 100 and 90 trials for spontaneous and stimulus evoked conditions).
To control for the light disturbance we performed four different experiments: 1) In the same ArchT mice that underwent the optogenetic experiments, we delivered light in other parts of the cortex not expressing ArchT. Performance between light and no-light trials was not significantly different (p > 0.05; Singed rank test for 5 different mice separately). 2) Green light with similar parameters as in the optogenetic experiments was delivered on trained mice with a wide-field preparation that were not injected with the virus showing no significant change in performance (p > 0.05; Singed rank test for 2 different mice separately). 3) In the VGAT mice, we photo-inhibited only during the sensation period (from À1 to 2 s relative to texture stop; same position and parameters as optogenetic experiments) resulting in no significant change in performance (p > 0.05; Singed rank test for 2 different mice separately). 4) VGAT mice performed the task with similar illumination as in the optogenetic experiments but with light blocked by covering the wide-field preparation with black aluminum foil. There was no significant change in performance (p > 0.05; Singed rank test for 2 different mice separately). In summary, these control experiments demonstrate that light delivered above the wide-field preparation alone does not affect the performance of the mice but that it needs to reach the relevant neuronal populations at the right time to become effective.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed using MATLAB software (Mathworks). A high number of imaging sessions and trials per session enabled statistical analysis within each mouse (24.6 ± 4.5 imaging sessions; 105 ± 5 trials per session; n = 8 mice; mean ± SEM). Wide-field fluorescence images were sampled down to 256x256 pixels and pixels outside the imaging area were discarded. Each pixel and each trial were normalized to baseline several frames before the first auditory cue (frame 0 division). To study neural dynamics during sensation, we used a different baseline, several frames before the first touch of the whiskers on the texture (Figure 2 ; see also Whisker Tracking and First-Touch Analysis below). Next, trials were divided into 5 categories: Hit, CR, FA, Miss and Early lick. Since imaging was performed on expert mice, we mainly focused mainly on correct trials, i.e., hit and CR trials (but see Figure 8 for error analysis).
Trial Classification Based on the Body Movements
We used a body camera to detect general movements of the mouse (30 Hz frame rate; Figure 1A ). In general, when mice moved during the trial, specifically during the texture approach, they typically moved their forelimbs along the support pole, arched their back and actively whisked (Videos S1, S2, S3, and S4). For each recording day, we first outlined the forelimbs and the neck areas (one area of interest for each), which were reliable areas to detect general movements. Next, we calculated the body movement (1 minus frame-to-frame correlation) within these areas as a function of time for each trial ( Figure 1D ). Thresholding at 3 s.d. above baseline (defined as the 5 th percentile) resulted in a binary movement vector (either 'moving' or 'quiet') for each trial ( Figure 1D ). Binary movement vectors were validated manually from the body camera for representative imaging sessions. A trial was labeled (unrelated to hit or CR) as 'active' if the mouse was moving for at least 0.5 s during the sensation period (À1 s to 2 s relative to texture stop) and 'passive' otherwise. Different movement thresholds or minimal duration criteria yielded similar results. 'Activeness' was defined as the percentage of active hit trials and derived for each imaging session ( Figure 1F ; Figure S1B for movement probabilities during the sensation and delay periods for each mouse). To analyze the delay period, we focused only on quiet trials where the mouse did not move for at least the first second in the delay (starting 0.2 s after beginning of texture retraction; Figure 3A ). Trials where the mouse moved during the first second of the delay period where defined as noisy and discarded from the analysis ( Figure 1D , bottom trace).
For the remaining trials, we detected the first frame where the mouse moved after 1 s into the delay and truncated the DF/F traces after this point ( Figures S6A and S6B) . Therefore, the data analysis for the delay period excluded any movement-related activity and reflects the population dynamics when the mouse is sitting quietly and maintaining information to guide its future action. In a small subset of sessions where the body camera videos were of low quality or the camera was missing, we labeled trials based on the population dynamics in the cortex. M2 and somatosensory forelimb cortex (S1FL) were found to be the areas most predictive of the mouse's movements. By thresholding the M2 and S1FL for movement onset and offset we reconstructed the movement vectors for each trial and were able to accurately classify trial labels (active or passive; 80% accuracy). Finally, as an alternative we defined activeness based on whisking envelope (threshold of 2 from À1 to 0 s relative to texture stop), yielding similar trial classification as for considering body movements (86.5% ± 8.7% overlap; mean ± std from 69 imaging sessions) and with our main results unchanged.
Whisker Tracking and First-Touch Analysis
The average whisker angle across all imaged whiskers was measured using automated whisker tracking software (Knutsen et al., 2005) . The mean whisker envelope was calculated as the difference between maximum and minimum whisker angles along a sliding window equal to the imaging frame duration (50 ms; Chen et al., 2013) . In addition, we manually detected the first frame, in which any whisker touched the upcoming texture, using the movies from the whisker cameras ( Figure 1H ; LabVIEW custom program). The first touch occurred on average 0.47 s before the texture stopped (ranging from 0.1-1.1 s). Time of first touch did not differ between hit and CR trials (p > 0.05; Mann-Whitney U-test for each mouse separately). Due to the large range of the first touch times, to study the sensation part we aligned the population signal of each trial to the corresponding first touch and normalized to baseline just before the first touch (Figures 2, 5B , and 5C).
SVM Classification of Hit versus CR for Different Trial Types
To study how well the population signal can predict the upcoming choice (i.e., hit or CR) and which pixels are most informative, we trained (80% of the trials) a linear support vector machine (SVM) to classify trials into hit or CR (test on the remaining 20%; Figure 4) . The input to the SVM were the delay maps (each pixel was considered as a feature) separated into active trials (hit versus CR trials) or passive trials (hit versus CR trials). The SVM was performed for each recording day (n = 4, 2, 8, 9, 10, 9, 7 and 12 recording days for mice 1-8, respectively), with 20 cross validations, after which accuracy and weights (i.e., coordinates of an orthogonal vector to the separating hyperplane) were averaged across iterations. A minimum of 15 trials was needed to run the SVM. Due to limited trial numbers SVM was performed on active trials only for mice 1, 3, 5, and 6 and for passive trials only for mice 2, 4, 6, 7 and 8 ( Figure 4B ). To reduce noise, we initially performed a principal component analysis (PCA) analysis on the delay maps and each pixel (feature) was represented by the top 25 PCs (explaining 82.9 ± 3.6 and 89.8 ± 1.7 of the variance, for active and passive trials, respectively; mean ± SEM). This pre-processing procedure optimally balanced between high accuracy and good localization. In general, using fewer PCA components resulted in better localization (i.e., pixels were mostly grouped, related to patches of activity and consistent across imaging days) but worse accuracy. Using more components (up to using the raw data) resulted in worse localization (i.e., pixels were less grouped, more randomly distributed and less consistent across imaging days), but better accuracy. To test for significance, we shuffled between hit and CR labels (while maintaining active and passive labels) and performed the same SVM, resulting in an accuracy of 48.5 ± 4.2 and 50.4 ± 3.8 (mean ± SEM), i.e., chance level, for active and passive trials, respectively. In an additional analysis, we calculated the discrimination power between hit and CR during the delay for individual areas separately ( Figure S5C ). We calculated a receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve for each pixel in a given area and calculated its area under the curve (AUC). This procedure was applied for the active and passive strategy separately similar to the SVM analysis. For each area AUC values were averaged across pixels. Finally, to further test the classification of only a subset of pixels, we performed the SVM based on only frontal or posterior cortex ( Figure 4F ).
Single-Cell Analysis from Two-Photon Imaging
Using two-photon imaging we could image single cells in areas derived from the population signal. Calcium image processing was previously described (Chen et al., 2013) . In short, green channel images underwent background subtraction, X-Y motion correction, and normalization to baseline fluorescence (calculated from several frames before the stimulus cue similar to the wide-field data). Single cells were outlined manually from the mean image of a single-trial time series. Z-motion correction excluded any frames, in which several focused cells abruptly dropped in fluorescence by 20%. Responsive cells were defined either for the sensation period (for S1BC, S2 and RL cells) or the delay period (M2 and P cells) by crossing a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold of 1.5. Number of responsive cells in posterior areas for mouse #5/#8: S1BC: 260/168, S2: 129/108, RL: 120/7, P: 23/374. Number of responsive cells in M2 mouse #3/#4/#6: 27/207/254. Trial were classified based on the mouse's movement as for the wide-field imaging experiments. For a small subset of sessions where the body camera gave low quality images or was missing, we predicted the mouse's movement based on the z axis drop in focus (using a 10% drop from baseline in 3 in-focus single cells as criterion; 75% accuracy in labeling trials by validating with move vector from the body camera).
Error Trials Analysis
To investigate what type of information is maintained in areas P and M2 we also analyzed error trials, i.e., FA and Miss trials, and compared them to correct trials, i.e., hit and CR trials. The idea is that if the activity in an area is similar for trial types with the same future action (hit and FA; CR and Miss), then this area is more likely to encode motor-related information. Likewise, if the activity of an area is similar for trial types with the same past stimulus identity (hit and Miss; CR and FA), then this area is more likely to encode sensory-related information. Each error trial was classified as active or passive similar to correct trials. Due to the low number of error trials (6%/5% and 10%/12% fraction of FA/Misses for active and passive trials, respectively; averaged across all mice), all error trials were pooled together from all recording days for each mouse separately. In our study we focused on the activity during the delay period in M2 for active trials and in area P for passive trials. To relate each error type with either its past sensory stimulus or its future motor action, we defined a motor-sensory index. For each error type we calculated its mean activity (averaged during the delay period and across all recording days) during the delay in M2 for active trials and in P for passive trials. This was done for each mouse separately. MSI for FA trials was calculated as follows: Figure 8C for a schematic illustration. MSI ranges from À1 to 1 where positive values indicate greater encoding of motor-related information (similar activity for similar future action) whereas negative values indicate greater encoding of sensory-related information (similar activity for similar past stimuli).
Statistical Analysis
In general, non-parametric two-tailed statistical tests were used, Mann-Whitney U-test to compare between two medians from two populations or the Wilcoxon signed rank test to compare a population's median to zero (or between two paired populations). Due to a relatively large number of imaging sessions from each mouse, we were able to compute within-mouse statistics ( Figures 6D-6F and 7F; Figures S2C, S2D , S3D, S3O, S6C, and S7E). An ANOVA and multiple group correction were used when comparing between more than two groups (Figures 4D-4F ; Figure S6D ). In cases were ANOVA was applied, data were not significantly different from normal distribution (p > 0.05; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on residuals). Post hoc significant test was done between groups (TukeyKramer test) or comparing values of one group against zero (95% confidence intervals different from zero). SVM classification was done with 20 cross-validations and trial label shuffling (see relevant section above).
